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Introduced in as a completely new design, the BMW MINI Cooper is a throwback to its ancestor
of the same name, mimicking its appearance and performance. Whilst the car has been
criticized for its poor space-efficiency compared with the original Mini despite its significantly
larger size , its faithfulness to the original's razor sharp handling characteristics and its unique
styling has seen the BMW MINI become a sales success in Europe and since its introduction in
in the U. BMW has received a significant backlog of orders throughout the life of the car and the
Cowley factory is working at its full capacity of around , cars per year; all of this with little
conventional advertising. Certain features and optional stylings have been offered, however,
and this is true for as well. This year, the BMW Cooper is available in a special edition John
Cooper Works GP version, boosting the engine output to hp and adding such items as a limited
slip differential and electronic stability control. The model is three inches longer than the model.
However, according to CarsDirect. According to Automotive. Those factoids appear to support
the contention that switching from supercharger to turbocharger was done to improve engine
efficiency. However, MINI "maniacs" will miss the delightful scream of the supercharger and
have to endure the hesitation provided by turbo lag. While both are available in Base and S
versions, only the hatchback is available in the new John Cooper Works GP edition, which
incorporates more features, a stronger engine, and a sportier ride. There are numerous styling
and badging differences between the other two models. Perhaps the most obvious is that the
Cooper S has a distinctive hood scoop cut into the bonnet which improves airflow over the top
mounted intercooler , and it also has twin exhausts. Here are some of the differences in the
trims:. As seen on the FuelEconomy. Base Hatchback auto. Base Convertible manual. Base
Convertible auto. S Hatchback auto. S Convertible automatic. The most recent model for which
reliability data is available, the Cooper, received an overall green rating from the organization.
For front-impact, rollover, and front side-impact tests, the Cooper received 4-Star ratings. ABS
and driveline traction control are standard on S models, and the special John Cooper Works GP
model also comes with a limited slip differential and electronic stability control. See CarsDirect.
Colors will vary by trim, and a complete list is viewable at CarsDirect. Some of the available
choices include:. The MINI has a similar wheelbase and track width to the Porsche Cayman , yet
it's 30 inches shorter and weighs lbs less. It may look like a grocery getter but it drives like a
sports car. It's often described as having "go kart like" handling. Road and Track wrote, "Its
compact, curve-hugging chassis and supercharged engine conspire to deliver one of the most
entertaining driving experiences around. The crash protection has been taken too far. I mean,
what do you want, an armoured car? It is an irrelevance in so far as it has no part in the BMC
Mini story. Many classic Mini enthusiasts are sharply critical of the new BMW MINI, citing the
fact that it is two feet longer, a foot wider and almost twice the weight of the classic car â€” yet
it has less rear leg room and less luggage space. Undoubtedly much of this is to do with
modern crash protection requirements and the desire to incorporate features such as air
conditioning, a supercharged engine with modern emissions controls and a higher level of
front-seat comfort than the classic Mini was capable of. This opinion is far from universal and
other classic Mini enthusiasts have embraced the modern BMW MINI as a natural evolution of
the original concept with many of them owning both kinds of car. Even with the roof down, the
large roll-protection bars above the back seats and the bunched up cloth of the folded roof
tends to block a significant fraction of rearward visibility. It will be produced as a
limited-production run of cars in , around of those ear-marked for the US market. Additionally, it
will have enhanced brakes and suspension as well as horsepower from the John Cooper Works
engine modification package. In place of the rear seats will be additional body stiffening and
below-floor storage areas. BMW MINI will introduce a new version of the car for the model year,
on a reengineered platform with many stylistic and engineering changes. Italdesign Giugiaro is
reportedly handling the engineering. The Tritec engine will be replaced by the so-called Prince
engine, developed with Peugeot. An optional turbocharger will replace the supercharger in the
Cooper S model. Also, the bew MINI will have electric power steering replacing the conventional
power steering system in the current MINI and it will also have improved rear suspension. The
names Cooper and Cooper S echo the names used for the sportier version of the classic Mini
which in turn come from the involvement of John Cooper and the Cooper Car Company. Like
the original, it uses a transversely-mounted four-cylinder engine driving the front wheels. All
four wheels are pushed to the corners of the body which is a 'two-box' or 'hot hatch' design. The
styling of the car, like that of the Volkswagen New Beetle , is a retro design that is deliberately
reminiscent of the original BMC Mini with contrasting roof colours, optional bonnet stripes,
optional rally lights and with black trim around the wheel arches and rocker panels that mimic
the wide wheel flares found on many BMC Classic Minis. The BMW Cooper S comes with a
six-speed Getrag manual or from the model year onwards a fully automatic transmission with
paddle shifters. Technical innovations include an electrically driven power steering system that

avoids taking power from the engine when accelerating out of corners, and equal length
driveshafts to eliminate torque steer. The BMW MINI has a ' drive by wire ' electronic throttle,
electronic brakeforce distribution , and electronic stability control to improve control and
handling in adverse conditions. Adding a supercharger to the BMW Cooper S model required
that the battery be relocated into the rear of the car â€” leaving no room for a spare tyre. Hence
this model comes with run flat tires as standard. The convertible roof is fully automatic â€” an
unusual feature in such a small car â€” and can be opened partially to act as a sunroof whilst
the car is driving at speed. The convertible also adds two small power windows for the rear seat
passengers which are retracted automatically as the roof opens. The automated system offers
such helpful advice as how to administer a wedgie to the offender. The engine comprises of a 1.
It also has Brake Energy Regeneration that captures energy from braking. The Cooper D is
recognisable by the black painted wheels. It has the fuel economy of 3. The car also competed
in the Global Green Challenge. Since , a soft-top convertible option has been available across
the entire range. However, the only difference between the engines in the 'One' and the 'Cooper'
models is a software change within the engine control unit which is tuned for optimum fuel
economy on the BMW MINI One and for a compromise between power and economy on the
Cooper. His previous car was a Rover This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Frank Stephenson Gert Volker Hildebrand. Base Hatchback manual. S
Hatchback manual. S Convertible manual. Sir Alec Issigonis. Corporate website. This page uses
some content from Wikipedia. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. The second
generation was launched in and the third in A convertible version was introduced in , with the
second generation following in The new model built by BMW is technically unrelated to the
former. The first new generation Mini Hatch was introduced in late , being the first model
launched under the Mini marque after the original Mini was discontinued in the same year. In
some European markets, the Mini One was powered by a 1. There are numerous styling and
badging differences between the models, including the Cooper S having a distinctive scoop cut
into the bonnet. The Cooper S also has twin exhausts which exit under the centre of the rear
valance. The non-S Cooper has more chrome parts than the Mini One and has a single exhaust.
The Mini One D has no visible exhaust pipes at all. During this development phase, there was
continual contention between the two design groups, especially concerning the positioning of
the car; Rover wanted a straight economy car which would also replace the Rover Series ,
which had evolved from the Metro in a restyle , whilst BMW supported a small, sporting car.
Plans for an all-new supermini to replace the Metro in the mid s were shelved when Rover was
sold to BMW in January , with the existing Metro model gaining a restyle and a new designation.
However, the American chief designer, Frank Stephenson, realised that the model did not have
an exhaust pipe. The first generation of the new Mini received a facelift in July for the upcoming
model year. This was also when the new convertible was introduced; it was never available with
the pre-facelift design. Aside from minor design changes mostly up front and improved
equipment, the Rover R65 manual gearbox was replaced with a Getrag five-speed. The car
complied with Japanese Government dimension regulations and the introduction of the Mini
coincided with several vehicles in Japan that exhibited a retro look that Japanese car
companies were offering. The names Cooper and Cooper S are the names used for the sportier
version of the classic Mini, which in turn come from the involvement of John Cooper and the
Cooper Car Company. A race-prepared version, with rear-wheel drive, called the Mini Cooper
S3, competed in the Belcar championship from Hand-finished by Bertone in Italy, it was offered
as a limited-production run of cars during the model year , with of those originally intended for
the UK market, although ultimately, were sold. Mechanically, it has a less restrictive intercooler ,
recalibrated engine management, high-volume injector nozzles , and a freer-flowing exhaust
system. All models used a transversely-mounted 4-cylinder engine driving the front wheels. All
4 wheels are pushed to the corners of the body to improve handling. The styling of the car, like
that of the Volkswagen New Beetle , is a retro design that is deliberately reminiscent of the
original Mini. The retro styling retains other classic Mini touches such as contrasting roof
colours, optional bonnet stripes , optional rally lights, and black trim around the wheel arches
and rocker panels that mimic the wide wheel flares found on many classic Minis. All Minis had a
drive by wire electronic throttle, anti-lock brake electronic brakeforce distribution , and BMW
Cornering Brake Control. Key Production Associates from affected areas in the assembly
process at Plant Oxford were seconded to IDG for the duration of the build to ensure a smooth
integration of the new model back in Oxford. An economical version called the First was added
in The second generation was again offered in Japan at Japanese BMW locations 24 February ,
and it continued to be in compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations which
supported sales of both the hatchback and the convertible. The second generation Convertible

was unveiled at the Detroit Auto Show [25] and the Geneva Motor Show [26] as a model-year
vehicle first available for sale on 28 March [27]. The model has a device, marketed as the
"Openometer", which records the number of minutes the vehicle has operated with its roof
retracted. Though the Mk II has a familiar look, every panel on the new car was changed from
the previous model. New safety requirements resulted in the overall length increasing by 60
millimetres 2. The headlights themselves are now fixed to the front quarter panels rather than
being integrated with the bonnet, so that they are not raised up with it when the bonnet opens.
The car has a restyled grille and larger rear light clusters. In addition, the Cooper S no longer
has the battery located under the boot floor, instead being found in the more conventional
location under the bonnet. The C-pillars are no longer encased in glass and have been shaped
to improve aerodynamics and to reduce the tendency for dirt to accumulate on the back of the
car. Much criticised for the lack of rear legroom, Mini added more space for rear passengers by
creating sculpted cut-outs in the rear of the front seats. An engine start button replaces the
conventional ignition key and, with the optional 'Comfort Access', the car may be unlocked with
a button on the door handle when the key is brought close to the car. The Cooper and Cooper S
models offer a new rear axle and aluminium components to reduce the car's weight; and a
Sports kit option comprising harder springs, damper and anti-roll bars is offered with both
variants. Another key difference is the introduction of an upgraded electric power steering
system, the sharpness of which can be increased by pressing a "Sport" button in front of the
gear lever both auto and manual ; additionally, the "Sport" button adjusts the response of the
accelerator , and in conjunction with automatic transmission, also allows the engine to rev
almost to the redline before changing gear. Fuel economy of It achieves similar improvements
in fuel economy to the Cooper, returning Both engines may be mated to either a 6-speed manual
or automatic gearbox. All models of the Mk II with optional dynamic stability control DSC also
include "Hill Assist", which prevents the car from rolling backwards on an incline by holding the
brakes for 2 seconds after the driver releases the brake pedal, allowing the driver time to
engage the accelerator pedal without the vehicle drifting. DSC is standard on all Minis since
September The interior of the Mk II echoes the style of the earlier model, but is in fact a
complete redesign. The boot of the new car has an additional 10 litres 2. One example is the
higher front bonnet, which now complies with the European pedestrian collision regulations.
Breakdown statistics reported by the German Automobile Club ADAC in May placed the Mini at
the top of the small car class in respect of the low break-down rates achieved for cars aged
between 0 and 4 years, [29] [30] narrowly beating the Ford Fusion and Mitsubishi Colt. In July , a
new budget version called Mini First was added. Similar to the One, but lower output 1. The
model was marketed as a more environmentally friendly option with low grams 4. In spring , a
new diesel Mini Cooper SD was launched. With a new four-cylinder 2. From , chameleon paints
were offered in Asia [34] and Europe. The R56 Challenge has a six-speed manual transmission;
inch Borbet wheels with Dunlop control slick racing tyres; John Cooper Works aerodynamic kit
including front splitter , rear diffuser , and high-downforce, adjustable rear wing ; race-specific
AP Racing ABS braking system ; KW suspension rebound; height- and camber-adjustable
coilover suspension ; full roll cage ; Recaro bucket seat with six-point safety belt; HANS device
; Sparco racing steering wheel; air jack system; and a fully electronic fire extinguishing system.
The car has a 1. All JCW models are only available with a specific Getrag 6-speed manual
transmission , and come with distinctive "John Cooper Works" badging in place of the normal
"Cooper S" badging. The JCW vehicles are also factory-built, which further distinguishes them
from earlier Mk II Cooper S models with any of the available John Cooper Works accessories
engine and suspension upgrades, aerodynamics kit, etc. These figures are achieved by
reducing compression ratio to This is a limited-edition originally planned to be units, then
subsequently increased to , including units delivered in the UK and 50 in the US of the John
Cooper Works Hardtop. The production vehicle was inspired by John Cooper's son, Mike. The
car was unveiled at the Mini United Festival in Silverstone. The GP is a fast road and track
focused performance edition, and a celebration before the new Mini variant arrives. Styling
features include specific vinyl stickers on the bonnet, roof, and door panels, GP badging on the
boot lid. Interior includes a new gearknob, leather with red stitching, rear upper strut bar
non-structural and GP badging on the dash. All units were produced in the same specification,
with the only option from new being an all-weather tyre, rather than the semi-slick tyre
developed by Kumho. Left and right hand drives of this model exist. The old tradition of
producing special, limited-edition Minis was also continued with the new Mini. To celebrate the
50th anniversary of the Mini brand, two models were released in the Mini 50 Mayfair and the Mini
50 Camden. At the London Olympic Games , a set of quarter scale remote-controlled Minis
delivered throwing equipment, loaded into the car through the sun roof, to the athletes. In
commemoration of Mini being an official partner of Team GB, an Olympic-themed special limited

edition Mini Cooper was released, with a white roof featuring the London Olympic logo, and the
London skyline printed on the dash. The third generation Mini was unveiled by BMW in
November , with sales starting in the first half of The increase in size results in a larger interior
and a boot volume increase to litres. Six all-new engines are offered for this Mini, 4 petrol, and 2
diesels: two models of a 1. These engines are mated with a choice of either a 6-speed manual, a
6-speed automatic, or a 6-speed sports automatic gearbox. It is marketed as a 5-door version of
the new 3rd generation Hatch. In , the Life Cycle Impulse LCI brought twin turbos to the
3-cylinder diesel engines, albeit with no changes in output. The 6-speed Steptronic
torque-converter was also replaced by a 7-speed dual-clutch transmission in all models but the
Cooper SD and JCW, with the latter now fitted with an 8-speed Steptronic auto. These changes
allow for improved efficiency and better emissions test results in the WLTP cycle, as well as
marginally improved performance. The shape is slightly more rounded than the one it replaces,
in order both to improve the car's aerodynamic efficiency and to enhance pedestrian protection
in the event of accidents. It has a much longer overhang and higher bonnet. Criticisms of the
design of the F56 MINI Cooper have focused upon the extruded and complex design of the front
bumper in Cooper S and JCW variants, as well as the larger front overhang and oversized tail
lamps. Further criticism has also centred upon the overstyled nature of the exterior design. The
Mini is also the first in its segment to offer LED headlamps for its main and dipped beams as an
option. With its larger exterior dimensions, the all-new Mini provides more space for its four
occupants and luggage, with enhanced shoulder space and larger footwells. The dashboard
retains its instrument layout, but adds a new instrument binnacle on the steering column for the
speedometer, tachometer, and fuel gauge. The central instrument display now houses a
four-line TFT display with the option to upgrade to an 8. The stripped-out interior included a roll
cage and only a pair of racing seats back seats were absent with five-point racing harnesses.
Outside, both front and rear wheels were covered by prominent fenders especially in the rear. A
unique rear-wing and centerlock 19" wheels were other features of the track-focused hot hatch.
The actual production model was revealed in November , [57] [58] retaining some
characteristics from the concept like a very similar rear-wing and fenders this time smaller in
the rear. The wider track and wider wheels are what called for those wheel fenders. Other more
extreme racing features for a street car like the centerlock wheels and five-point harnesses were
removed, although the back seats were kept absent. The suspension is even stiffer and lower
than a standard JCW and the turbocharger was redesigned for more boost pressure. The
transmission is automatic only because there was no manual transmission available that could
withstand the power and torque from the engine. The 2. Between and , 2. The Mini brand
enjoyed paradoxically strong sales and customer loyalty in the US, while at the same time being
rated worst for problems found in the JD Power survey. In , Mini ranked last, 37 out of 37
brands, in the JD Power Initial Quality Survey, having landed second to last the previous year.
The survey gives the same weight to problems from something being broken, and problems due
to the car owner finding them difficult to use, unfamiliar, or confusing. The quirky controls
found in Minis, such as non-standard windshield wiper or interior lighting switches, were
counted both as "problems" that hurt Mini's ranking in the Initial Quality Survey, and also as
distinguishing "idiosyncrasies" that, over time, made owners grow to love the cars. This
contributed to brand loyalty and relatively strong sales, and expanding the number of US Mini
dealerships, in the midst of the recession and automotive industry crisis of â€” Consumer
Reports ranked Mini as the least reliable car brand in , saying that, "less-expensive European
brands are having more problems", perhaps due to cost-cutting at the expense of reliability.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the â€” Mini, see Mini. Three-door hatchback
manufactured by BMW. Motor vehicle. The biggest exterior difference with the facelift are the
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Mini Clubvan. Mini stylised as MINI [1] is a British automotive marque founded in , owned by
German automotive company BMW since , and used by them for a range of small cars. The
word Mini has been used in car model names since , and in it became a marque in its own right
when the name "Mini" replaced the separate "Austin Mini" and "Morris Mini" car model names.
This merged with Leyland Motors in to form British Leyland. The original Mini continued in
production until In the Mini was voted the second most influential car of the 20th Century ,
behind the Ford Model T. Within these was a series of variations including an estate car , a
pickup truck , a van and the Mini Moke â€”a jeep -like buggy. The Mini Cooper and Cooper "S"
were sportier versions that were successful as rally cars , winning the Monte Carlo Rally four
times from through to , although in the Mini was disqualified after the finish, along with six other
British entrants, which included the first four cars to finish, under a questionable ruling that the
cars had used an illegal combination of headlamps and spotlights. This sparked a series of
compact car concept vehicles from the company during the early s. BMW insisted that even a
compact model must feature traditional BMW characteristics such as rear wheel drive to uphold
the company's standards and image. The "MINI" brand, however, did not share these standards
and BMW saw this as an opportunity to create a competitively priced, yet premium, compact
car. It was at around this time that Rover, too, was working on a successor to the original Mini.
The name was partially an acronym of Anniversary Concept Vehicle , whilst the '30' represented
the 30 years that had passed since a Mini first won the Monte Carlo Rally. The vehicle itself was
a two-door coupe powered by a rear-mounted MG F engine. Just months later, Rover released
another concept, this time, a pair of vehicles called Spiritual and Spiritual Too. These vehicles
were a more realistic attempt to create a modern Mini, and coincided with BMW's official
creation of the Mini project. Although the two-door and four-door pair wore Mini badges, both
vehicles remained purely concepts. In , BMW set out on creating the production Mini. The first
aspect that was considered was the design, which was chosen from 15 full-sized design
studies. Stephenson penned the new Mini One R50 and Mini Cooper leading the team which
developed the E50 car in Munich parallel development in England by the team at Rover having
been dropped in After the launch of the new Mini, Stephenson told automotive magazine
Autocar : [1]. At the North American International Auto Show in January , BMW announced that
it would be extending the Mini range with the launch of two new two-door sports crossover
vehicles based on the Mini Paceman concept car, with a coupe version planned to enter
production in and a roadster to follow in In July , BMW has announced that an electric Mini
model will be built at the Cowley plant, in Oxford, that will start production in Mark I Minis can
be identified by exterior door hinges, sliding door glass, tail lights smaller than later cars and a
"mustache" grille. The A-series engine came in a wide range of capacities, initially as an cc, but
later the , , and cc engines were added. The non-Cooper cars had gearboxes with the "magic
wand" selector, with 4-speeds no synchromesh on 1st while the Coopers has a remote shift
selector. An automatic, 4-speed transmission was introduced in In , a 2-seater van was
launched, along with an estate, both sharing a longer wheelbase In the pickup was introduced,
also based on the longer wheelbase. The Mini received some minor modifications in as sold as
the Austin or Morris Mini in most markets. The most visible changes were larger doors with
concealed hinges. The boot lid lost the original hinged number plate and its recess shape and a
large rear colour-coded lamp was fitted in its place, along with larger rear side windows. Sliding
windows were replaced with winding windowsâ€”although some Australian-manufactured Mark
I Minis had adopted this feature in with opening quarterlight windows. The suspension reverted
from Hydrolastic to rubber cones. The Mark IV, launched in , introduced a front rubber mounted
subframe with single tower bolts and larger bushes in the rear frame. In addition twin stalk
indicators were introduced with larger foot pedals, and from onwards the rear indicator lamps
had the reverse lights incorporated in them. The Mark V, launched in , introduced 8. Internal
bonnet release were fitted from For this model twin point injection with front-mounted radiator
was introduced, along with a full-width dashboard and driver's side airbag. It was available in
Cooper, Cooper S and One variations at launch. In many European markets, the Mini One was

powered by a 1. This generation of minis was the only production model to have one, replaced
by a turbocharger from the second generation onwards. The names Cooper and Cooper S
followed the names used for the sportier version of the classic Mini, which in turn come from
the involvement of John Cooper and the Cooper Car Company. This car featured many extras
which help to improve performance, such as a racing exhaust and air filter as well as uprated
suspension. Hand-finished by Bertone in Italy, it was offered as a limited-production run of 2,
cars during the model year, with of those originally intended for the UK market although
ultimately, were sold. At the Salon International de l'Auto , Mini introduced a convertible model
which was released in the model year and available in One, Cooper and Cooper S trim versions.
The convertible roof is fully automaticâ€”an unusual feature in such a small carâ€”and can be
opened partially to act as a sunroof whilst the car is driving at speed. The convertible model
forsakes the rear hatchback of the Hardtop Mini, replacing it with a drop down 'tailgate' that is
reminiscent of the classic Miniâ€”it incorporates similarly prominent external hinges, and with
the roof in the closed position, the rear roof section and luggage shelf can be raised with two
handles, semi-tailgate style, to access the luggage space easier. The convertible also adds two
small power windows for the rear seat passengers which are lowered automatically when the
roof opens. The second generation Mini was introduced in the Cooper and Cooper S trim levels;
the range was added to in with the Mini One. For the first time, there was a diesel-powered
Cooper, available from April , and badged as the Cooper D, which was supplemented in January
with a new 2. The Convertible and Clubman versions followed later. In , the Mini First trim level
was launched in the UK, which is a low-end, petrol-only version, with less power and a lower
speed. It has twin "barn doors," alternately referred to as "the Splitdoor," enclosing the boot
instead of a pull-up hatch, and also features a "Clubdoor" on the right-hand side regardless of
the intended market. This means that in right-hand drive markets, the rear door is on the road
side of the car, requiring rear passengers to exit into the road. The use of the name "Clubman"
for the Mini estate van was a break with classic Mini tradition. However, BMW did not initially
purchase the rights to use those names. The second generation Mini Convertible was unveiled
at the Detroit Auto Show [45] and the Geneva International Motor Show [46] as a model-year
vehicle first available for sale on 28 March [47]. A device, marketed as the "Openometer",
records the number of minutes the vehicle has operated with its roof retracted. Available
variants and corresponding powertrain selections are the same as in the Mini Hatch range,
including the diesel engine in some markets. It is offered with a choice of two- or four-wheel
drive known as ALL4 , and with 1. The Countryman has a longer wheelbase, more interior room,
and higher ground clearance than the Clubman. It is the first two-seat Mini and the first to have
a three-box design; the engine compartment, the passenger compartment and the luggage
compartments are all separated. The Mini Paceman three-door crossover version of the
Countryman debuted as a concept car at the Detroit Auto Show. Kay Segler, announced that,
"the Mini Paceman is the official name of the brand's seventh model, which will be launched
next year in the U. The third generation Mini was unveiled by BMW in November , with sales
starting in the first half of The increase in size results in a larger interior and a boot volume
increase to litres. Future models will have an F-series model number. The following
designations are known: [59]. In time, production was rationalised to just Longbridge and so
this was where the last of the cars were made, making Longbridge the "natural home" for the
new Mini prior to BMW splitting up the company. However, as a result of the change of
ownership, BMW redeveloped the entire Cowley plant, demolishing much of the factory, to
create a new factory and renamed this " Plant Oxford ", on the site of what was historically the
Pressed Steel Company 's Cowley Body Plant and next door to what was historically the Morris
factory. Since , Plant Hams Hall produces the new Mini petrol engines, Plant Oxford is
responsible for the body shell production, paint and assembly, and Plant Swindon produces
body pressings and sub-assemblies, creating the "Mini Production Triangle". At Plant Oxford 4,
employees, referred to as "associates", produce up to cars each day approximately , per year.
Final assembly is performed at Cowley, which involves the fitting of 2, components to produce
the numerous variants that may be ordered. Mini sub-assemblies and pressings such as doors
are supplied by the plant at Swindon , where 1, are employed and pressed parts are produced
using welding robots. A total of around 5. Thousands of these are still on the road, with the
remaining pres versions being firmly established as collectors' items. Deliveries of Minis has
ranged from , in to , in In , cars were delivered, [80] with In , the Mini was Britain's seventh best
selling carâ€”the first time that a BMW-era Mini had appeared among the nation's top 10 selling
cars. In the U. A total of , Mini vehicles were sold worldwide in Special spots were created; for
the first season, these took the form of a satirical , sexist 60s-style television commercial. For
the second season, the spot was a pastiche of Mad Men' s opening credits, with a silhouette
figure tumbling out of an office building, landing in the driver's seat of a Mini. It is reported that

BMW was ordered by U. The vehicle gliders are built in the Mini factory in Oxford, while
batteries, electric drive and power electronics are manufactured in Munich. The components are
then shipped to a specially equipped manufacturing complex, situated on BMW plant premises
where the electric motor, battery units, performance electronics and transmission can be
integrated. The Mini E is a demonstration car part of BMW's "Project i", which will be followed in
mid by a similar trial with the BMW ActiveE all-electric vehicle , which will be built based on the
lessons learned from the Mini E field testing. The last phase of "Project i" is the development of
the Mega City Vehicle MCV urban electric car, a new brand that will be sold separately from
BMW or Mini, and is expected to go into mass production between and There were several Mini
concept cars produced to show future ideas and forthcoming models such as the ACV30 in and
the Crossover in which became the Mini Countryman in The ACV30 featured several elements
that influenced the eventual new Mini of such as the black a-pillars, chunky wheel arch detailing
and white roof. BMW demonstrated a hydrogen -powered internal combustion technology in
some of their concept cars in and , and Mini showcased a hydrogen-powered concept car in at
the Frankfurt Auto Show. The car differs from electric -motor hydrogen concepts, such as the
Honda FCX in that it uses a cylinder-based internal combustion engine. An R56 Challenge
vehicle was entered in the Mini Challenge. The factory team competed in a reduced programme
for the WRC season, before cutting funding. Prodrive will still produce all specs of the
Countryman WRC cars, but will self fund a reduced programme for the The judges commended
the Cooper D for its EfficientDynamics stop-start and regenerative braking technology and were
impressed by the car's driving experience. Alex Moulton , the designer of the suspension
system for the original two-door Mini, spoke about the new Mini in an interview with MiniWorld
magazine: "It's enormousâ€”the original Mini was the best packaged car of all timeâ€”this is an
example of how not to do it. It's huge on the outside and weighs the same as an Austin Maxi.
The crash protection has been taken too far. I mean, what do you want, an armoured car? It is
an irrelevance insofar as it has no part in the Mini story. The Pulitzer Prize -winning automotive
journalist Dan Neil has suggested that, with the introduction of the Countryman, Mini had
pushed the marque beyond relevance by making a car so long, wide and tall it forsook the inner
logic of the brand: excellent handling in a tiny size. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For
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Post. Archived from the original on 8 July Retrieved 11 October The Works Minis. Henley on
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PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. AC Propulsion rpm motor, A Two-door saloon. Mk
II. Cooper S. Mk I Cooper S. Mk II Cooper S. Utility vehicle. Moke UK. Moke Australia. Moke
Portugal. Mini Hatch. Three-door hatchback. Five-door hatchback. Mini Roadster. Mini
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Clubvan. The original is considered an icon of s British popular culture. The layout was also
adapted for larger subcompact designs. The Italian version of the Mini which was sold under the
Innocenti marque was produced in Lambrate, a district of Milan. Within these was a series of
variations, including an estate car , a pick-up truck , a van, and the Mini Moke , a jeep -like
buggy. The performance versions, the Mini Cooper and Cooper "S", were successful as both
race and rally cars , winning the Monte Carlo Rally in , , and In , the first-placed Mini along with
nine other cars was disqualified after the finish, under a controversial decision that the car's
headlights were against the rules. BMW acquired the Rover Group formerly British Leyland in ,
and sold the greater part of it in , but retained the rights to build cars using the Mini name. The
Mini came about because of a fuel shortage caused by the Suez Crisis. The Fiat , launched in ,
was also hugely successful, especially in its native Italy. Leonard Lord , the somewhat
autocratic head of BMC, reportedly detested these cars so much that he vowed to rid the streets
of them and design a 'proper miniature car'. Alec Issigonis , who had been working for Alvis ,
had been recruited back to BMC in with a brief from Lord to design a range of technically
advanced family cars in the same innovative spirit as his earlier Morris Minor to complement
BMC's existing conventional models. His initial work was on the largest car, designated XC,
with the smallest car, XC, having the lowest priority despite it being Issigonis' greatest personal
interest. With Lord's dictum to produce a bubble car competitor and his revised design
requirements being laid down in October , work on XC stopped and XC became the priority. The
team that designed the Mini was remarkably small; in addition to Issigonis, Jack Daniels who
had worked with him on the Morris Minor , Chris Kingham who had been with him at Alvis , two
engineering students, and four draughtsmen worked on the project. Together, by July , they had
designed and built the original XC prototype, which was affectionately named the "Orange Box"
because of its colour. The ADO15 used a conventional BMC A-Series four-cylinder ,
water-cooled engine, [26] but departed from tradition by mounting it transversely , with the
engine-oil lubricated, four-speed transmission in the sump , and by employing front-wheel
drive. Almost all small front-wheel drive cars developed since have used a similar configuration,
except with the transmission usually separately enclosed rather than using the engine oil. The
radiator was mounted at the left side of the car so that the engine-mounted fan could be
retained, but with reversed pitch so that it blew air into the natural low pressure area under the
front wing. This location saved vehicle length, but had the disadvantage of feeding the radiator
with air that had been heated by passing over the engine. It also exposed the entire ignition
system to the direct entry of rainwater through the grille. The engine was reduced to a new cc
capacity with a shorter stroke. The suspension system, designed by Issigonis's friend Dr. Alex
Moulton at Moulton Developments Limited , used compact rubber cones instead of conventional
springs. This space-saving design also featured rising progressive-rate springing of the cones,
and provided some natural damping, in addition to the normal dampers. Built into the
subframes, the rubber cone system gave a raw and bumpy ride accentuated by the
woven-webbing seats, but the rigidity of the rubber cones, together with the wheels' positioning
at the corners of the car, gave the Mini go kart -like handling. Initially, an interconnected fluid
system was planned, similar to the one that Alec Issigonis and Alex Moulton were working on in
the mids at Alvis. The short development time of the car meant this was not ready in time for the
Mini's launch. The system intended for the Mini was further developed and the hydrolastic
system was first used on the Morris , launched in ; the Mini gained the system later in As
launched, the Mini had simpler suspension made from conical springs of solid rubber. These
were compact, saving on intrusion into the cabin space, and required no maintenance. The fully
independent suspension the rubber cones provided was almost unheard of in low-cost cars of
the time. The conical shape gave the springs a progressive action, becoming stiffer at greater
degrees of compression. This gave the ADO15 a smooth ride over small bumps, but minimised
roll and pitch on more uneven surfaces. An agreement was made on the inch size, after Dunlop

rejected the eight-inch proposition. Many features were designed into the ADO15's interior to
maximise its passenger and luggage space on top of the major savings allowed by the
transverse engine and inch wheels. Sliding windows allowed single-skin doors to be fitted,
improving elbow room and reducing costs. A bracing bar was fitted across the door frame to
brace the single skin and this was later adapted into a large storage bin on each door. Issigonis
later said that he had sized the bins to carry the ingredients of his favourite drink, a dry martini
[24] in the correct proportions one bottle of vermouth and 2 of Gordon's Gin. Similar bins were
provided outboard of the rear seats, also serving a dual function of bracing the single-skin body
panel. Small items could also be stowed under the rear seats, and early Minis were sold with
optional wicker baskets specially shaped to slot under the seats. The fixed rear parcel shelf
contributed to the rigidity of the body shell, although it did preclude fitting the ADO15 with a
hatchback. The boot lid was hinged at the bottom so that the car could be driven with it open to
increase luggage space. On early cars, the number plate was hinged at the top so that it could
swing down to remain visible when the boot lid was open. This feature was later discontinued
after it was discovered that exhaust gases could leak into the cockpit when the boot was open.
The Mini was designed as a monocoque shell with welded seams visible on the outside of the
car running down the A and C pillars , and between the body and the floor pan. Those that ran
from the base of the A-pillar to the wheel well were described as 'everted' lit. To further simplify
construction, the hinges for the doors and boot lid were mounted externally. This also saved a
small amount of cabin space. It also made the ADO15 very easy to assemble from complete
knock-down kits in overseas markets with only basic industry. Cars could be assembled with
minimal use of jigs as the external seams made the panels largely 'self-aligning'. They also
allowed panels to be stacked flat on top of one other for easy shipping. As originally built, all
the structural body panels were welded to the top of the single floor pressing, but this caused
major problems with water entering the cabin and was quickly changed in the first months of
production. Early prototypes were fully unitary in construction, but the cars broke apart under
the high loads from the large lever ratios used with the rubber cone suspension. The design
was changed to use steel subframes to carry the drivetrain and suspension for the front and
rear. This also simplified production, as both subframes could be built up independently and
then mated to the already-completed bodyshell. It also opened up the possibility of easily
producing variants on the ADO15 as a body of any shape or design could be used provided it
could accommodate the subframes. The production version of the Mini was demonstrated to the
press in April , and by August, several thousand cars had been produced ready for the first
sales. Some 2, cars had already been sent abroad and were displayed that day in almost
countries. The Mini was marketed under BMC's two main brand names, Austin and Morris, until
, when it became a marque in its own right. The Morris name Mini Mini-Minor was first used for
Austin's version by BMC in when the Austin Seven was rebranded as the Austin Mini, [34]
somewhat to the surprise of the Sharp's Commercials car company later known as Bond Cars ,
who had been using the name Minicar for their three-wheeled vehicles since However, legal
action was somehow averted, [35] and BMC used the name "Mini" thereafter. In , the suspension
of the cars was replaced by another Moulton design, the hydrolastic system. The new
suspension gave a softer ride, but it also increased weight and production cost. In , the original
rubber suspension reappeared and was retained for the remaining life of the Mini. From October
, the option of the unique Automotive Products designed four-speed automatic transmission
became available. Cars fitted with this became the Mini-Matic. Slow at the outset, Mark I sales
strengthened across most of the model lines in the s, and production totalled 1,, BMC insisted
that the way company overheads were shared out, the Mini always made money. The Mini
entered into popular culture in the s with well-publicised purchases by film and music stars. The
Cooper S version was also used by some British police departments as a plainclothes car. The
Mark II Mini was launched at the British Motor Show , [42] and featured a redesigned grille, a
larger rear window and numerous cosmetic changes. A variety of Mini types was made in
Pamplona , Spain, by the Authi company from onwards, mostly under the Morris name. The
bodyshell mould was created by the Peel Engineering Company. Production began in and
continued for a few years; these fibreglass Minis can be recognised by the missing body seams
and by larger panel gaps. The Chilean market was never very large and the hyperinflation and
political and social collapse led to the coup. The Arica plant was closed in The most obvious
changes were larger doors with concealed hinges. Customer demand led to the sliding windows
being replaced with winding windows, although some Australian-manufactured Mark I Minis had
adopted this feature in with opening quarterlight windows. The suspension reverted from
hydrolastic to rubber cones [46] as a cost-saving measure. In , the simple name Mini completely
replaced the separate Austin and Morris brands. In the late s, Innocenti introduced the Innocenti
90 and , Bertone -designed hatchbacks based on the Mini platform. Bertone also created a Mini

Cooper equivalent, christened the Innocenti De Tomaso , that sported a cc engine similar to the
MG Metro engine, but with an stud head, a special inlet manifold, and used the "A" clutch
instead of the "Verto" type. It also used homokinetic shafts instead of rubber couplings. The
Mini was still popular in Britain, but appeared increasingly outdated in the face of newer and
more practical rivals. Since the late s, plans had been in place for a newer and more practical
supermini to replace it, though the Mini was still the only car of this size built by British Leyland
for the home market. The Mark IV was introduced in , though by this stage British Leyland was
working on a new small car which was widely expected to replace the Mini before much longer.
It had a front rubber-mounted subframe with single tower bolts and the rear frame had some
larger bushings introduced, all intended to improve the car's mechanical refinement and to
reduce noise levels. Twin column stalks for indicators and wipers were introduced, as were
larger foot pedals. From onwards, the rear light clusters included reversing lights. In July the
lower end of the Mini range was altered. The basic Mini which had featured in various forms
since the original launch 20 years before was withdrawn. Its place was taken by two models at
slightly lower and slightly higher price points. The new base model was the Mini City, with
black-painted bumpers, an untrimmed lower facia rail, part-fabric seats and wing mirror and sun
visor only on the driver's side, plus unique 'City' body graphics and boot badge. Above the City
was the new SDL Super Deluxe , which had the same specification as the standard Mini but with
the smaller engine. For August the Mini's 20th anniversary was marked by the introduction of
the first true limited-edition Mini, which was the Mini Special. However this was the first time a
UK-market 'round-nose' i. Inside was the GT's three-dial instrument cluster and a
leather-rimmed wheel with a rectangular centre from the Innocenti Mini hatchback. The Special
and City models were phased out by , [50] and during the same year the engine was upgraded
to the improved A-Plus unit from the new Metro in cc form, which was now the only engine
available in the Mini. This was then followed by a number of incremental developments. In , the
Mini was one of the key cars made available to disabled motorists under the new Motability
scheme. Reports of the Mini's imminent demise surfaced again in with the launch of the Austin
Mini-Metro badging with the word "mini" in all lowercase. Faced with competition from a new
wave of modern superminis like the Ford Fiesta , Renault 5 , and Volkswagen Polo , the Mini
was beginning to fall out of favour in many export markets, with the South African, Australian,
and New Zealand markets all stopping production around this time. Buyers of small cars now
wanted modern and practical designs, usually with a hatchback. Although the Mini continued to
be produced after the Metro's launch, production volumes were reduced as British Leyland and
its successor Rover Group concentrated on the Metro as its key supermini. The original Mini's
last year in the top ten of Britain's top selling cars was , as it came ninth and the Metro was fifth.
The arrival of the Metro also had production of the larger Allegro pruned back before it was
finally discontinued in In , BL made 56, Minis and over , Metros. During the early s, the Mini
received many mechanical upgrades which were shared with the Metro, such as the A-Plus
engine , inch wheels with front disc brakes, improved soundproofing and quieter, stronger
transmissions. This not only modernised the Mini but, because many of its major
subassemblies were now shared with the Metro, made it very cost-effective to produce despite
falling sales volumes. The Mini's 25th anniversary fell in and British Leyland produced a 'Mini
25' limited-edition model, both to mark the occasion and to publicise the recent upgrades to the
model. This marked the start of a turnaround in the Mini's fortunes. Basic models such as the
City and the City E using the economy-tuned drivetrain from the Metro HLE filled in the bottom
of the Austin-Rover range and still found buyers who wanted a compact city car that was easy
to park and cheap to run. Low purchase and running costs also made the Mini continually
popular as a first car for younger drivers, and Austin-Rover introduced a steady stream of
limited editions with bright paint colours, body graphics, and trim to appeal to this market. The
Mini was also becoming prized as a characterful and nostalgic car in its own right, and the
London Collection of limited-edition models was more upmarket and luxurious and named after
affluent or fashionable parts of London. These marketing strategies proved very successful;
Mini production actually had modest increases through the mids, from 34, in to 35, in and 39, in
By , with the reintroduction of the very popular Cooper model, Mini production passed 40, In ,
Austin Rover decided to keep the Mini in production for as long as it was viable to do so,
putting an end to reports that it would be discontinued by , by which time the original Metro
would also be replaced. The fibreglass Mini built in Chile from until was not the only fibreglass
version; in the summer of , a fibreglass bodied Mini again entered production, this time in
Venezuela. The producer, Facorca, intended to sell the car in the Caribbean and Central
America, and also had plans for Brazilian assembly. All cars had 8. The Mini Cooper was
relaunched in , 20 years after the demise of the original model. The engine mounting points
were moved forward to take cc power units, and includes the later Horizontal Integral Float

version of the SU carb , plus the single-point fuel-injected car, which came out in The cc power
units were discontinued. An internal bonnet release was fitted from This was the final version,
twin point injection with front-mounted radiator. Full-width dashboard replaces the original
shelf, internal bonnet release. Introduction of airbag on driver's side. The basic Mini was the 1.
Released in as more luxurious versions of the Mini, both the Wolseley Hornet and the Riley Elf
had longer, slightly finned rear wings and larger boots that gave the cars a more conventional
three-box design. The wheelbase of the Elf and Hornet remained at 2. The cars had
larger-diameter chrome hubcaps than the Austin and Morris Minis, and additional chrome
accents, bumper overriders and wood-veneer dashboards. The Riley was the more expensive of
the two cars. The full-width dashboard was a differentiator between the Elf and Hornet. Plates in
the engine compartment on the right side fitch plate bear evidence of this speciality. Very early
Mark I versions of both cars e. The Elf's and Hornet's special bumper overriders first appeared
in In the Heinz food company commissioned, from Crayford Convertibles Crayford Engineering ,
57 convertible Hornets to be given as prizes in a UK competition. Many are still on the road as of
Both the Elf and the Hornet went through three engine versions. Therefore, Mark II cars also
came with increased braking power in the form of front drum brakes with twin leading shoes to
cope with the increased power output. Both Mark I and Mark II featured four-speed gearboxes
three synchromesh gears with rod gear change, a. Automatic gearboxes became available on
the Mark II in as an option. The Mark III facelift of brought wind-up windows and fresh-air fascia
vents. Concealed door hinges were introduced two years before these were seen on the
mainstream Mini. The gear selecting mechanism was updated to the rod type, as seen on all
later Mini type cars. Automatic gearboxes were available to the Mark III in again. Full-four
synchromesh gearing was eventually introduced during Code example: R-A2S Riley, A type
engine, 2 door saloon, 1st series, serial number "" [55]. These models were two-door estate cars
with double "barn"-style rear doors. Both were built on a slightly longer chassis of 84 inches 2.
The early Morris Mini Traveller and Austin Mini Countryman cars had an internal fuel tank
located on the left hand side of the rear load area. This is identifiable by the fuel filler cap being
on the left hand side of the car just below the rear window. In October the fuel tank was
relocated to the underneath of the car and the filler cap was moved to low down on the right
hand side of the car â€” the same configuration that was already in use on the Mini Van. From
the start of production both models had a decorative, non-structural, ash wood trim on the rear
body, in the style of a pre-war shooting-brake. This gave the car a similar appearance to the
larger Morris Minor Traveller and gave rise to these cars simply being called a woodie. It is a
popular misconception that the difference between the Traveller and the Countryman is the
wood trim, or that only wood-fitted models in the Austin and Morris ranges were respectively
called Countryman and Traveller, with the plain versions simply being Estates, but neither of
these is the case. An all steel version of both the Traveller and the Countryman without the
wood trim was launched for export markets in April and for the home market in October at a
lower cost than the versions with the wood trim. Estate versions of the Mini were then produced
in both Austin Countryman and Morris Traveller variants, both available with or without the
wooden framing. The Mini Traveller and Countryman Register was created in to help locate and
preserve the remaining Mini Traveller and Countryman cars. Built on the longer Traveller
chassis but without side windows, it proved popular in s Britain as a cheaper alternative to the
car: it was classed as a commercial vehicle and as such carried no sales tax. A set of simple
stamped steel slots served in place of a more costly chrome grille. The Mini Van was renamed
as the Mini 95 in , the number representing the gross vehicle weight of 0. A utility vehicle
intended for the British Army was built with a twin-engined 4-wheel-drive. Although the 4WD
Moke could climb a gradient, it lacked enough ground clearance for military use. About 50, were
made in total, [37] from to in the UK, to in Australia and to in Portugal. As with the Van, the
Pick-up had stamped metal slots for airflow into the engine compartment. The Pickup was
basic, although the factory brochure described a "fully equipped Mini Pick-up is also available
which includes a recirculatory heater. A total of 58, Mini Pick-up models were built. The Mini K
was offered in 2-door saloon [60] and 2-door van body styles. I-style externally hinged doors. A
small round sticker with a kangaroo logo was placed on the triangular panel between the door
and the front body seam. The "Kangaroo" name was supposedly coined because it is claimed
that a kangaroo can go all day without drinking which the advertisers used to emphasise the
frugal fuel consumption and, possibly, larger fuel tank. Issigonis' friend John Cooper , owner of
the Cooper Car Company and designer and builder of Formula One cars, saw the potential of
the Mini for competition. Issigonis was initially reluctant to see the Mini in the role of a
performance car, but after John Cooper appealed to BMC management, the two men
collaborated to create the Mini Cooper. One thousand units of this version were commissioned
by management, intended for and designed to meet the homologation rules of Group 2 rally

racing. A more powerful Mini Cooper, dubbed the "S", was developed in tandem and released in
From onwards Cooper S models featured twin fuel tanks as standard. The smaller-engine model
was not well received, and only had been built when the model was discontinued in The Cooper
name was discontinued from the UK Mini range at this time. It proved popular and a new
Cooper-marked Mini went into full production in late In , under the ownership of British Leyland,
the Mini was given a facelift by stylist Roy Haynes , who had previously worked for Ford. The
Mini Clubman was intended to replace the upmarket Riley and Wolseley versions. At launch all
Clubmans were powered by the cc engine as already used in the Mini , with 38bhp. The
Clubman Estate replaced the Countryman and Traveller. The original "round-front" design Mini
remained in production alongside the Clubman and GT in and forms as lower-priced models in
the new Mini range. Production of the Clubman and GT got off to a slow start because the cars
incorporated "lots of production changes" including the relocation of tooling from the
manufacturer's Cowley plant to the Longbridge plant : very few cars were handed over to
customers before the early months of Early domestic market Clubmans were still delivered on
cross-ply tyres despite the fact that by radials had become the norm for the car's mainstream
competitors. The official name was always just the "Mini GT", and it was a separate, distinct
model from the Clubman although it shared the same frontal treatment as the Mini Clubman,
and was launched at the same time. Innocenti in Italy, however, continued making their own
version of the Mini Cooper for some time. It was the first Mini to be equipped with a tachometer.
It also featured a standard-fit close-ratio gearbox, and initially had inch From the standard
Clubman and Clubman Estate received the cc engine as also fitted to the Austin Allegro with
45bhp, although Clubmans with the AP automatic transmission retained the less powerful cc
power unit. Throughout the s, British Leyland continued to produce the classic "round-front"
design, alongside the newer Clubman and GT models. The long-nose Clubman and GT offered
better crash safety, were better equipped, and had better under-bonnet access, but they were
more expensive and aerodynamically inferior to the original design. The Mini Clubman and GT
were replaced in by the new hatchback Austin Metro, while production of the original
"round-front" Mini design continued for another 20 years. For the Australian market, all Minis
including the Van gained the Clubman front in although the car was still basically a Mk I behind
the A-Pillar. Australian Clubman saloons were marketed under the Morris Mini Clubman name
when introduced in August , [71] and as the Leyland Mini , without the Clubman name, from
February To end Mini production in Australia, a limited-edition runout model was produced â€”
the LS. Production of this model commenced in July and concluded in October with an
approximate total of vehicles produced. Throughout the s and s the British market received
numerous "special editions" of the Mini, which shifted the car from a mass-market item into a
fashionable icon. It was even more popular in Japan, which took the lion's share of the circa 40,
Minis produced annually in the early s. In , under Bernd Pischetsrieder , a first cousin once
removed of Issigonis, BMW took control of the Rover Group, which included the Mini, fitting an
airbag to comply with European legislation. By March , Rover was still suffering massive losses,
and BMW decided to dispose of most of the companies. The sell-off was completed in May that
year. BMW retained the Mini name and the planned new model, granting Rover temporary rights
to the brand and allowing it to manufacture and sell the run-out model of the old Mini. Mini
Hatch , the new model made by BMW, is technically unrelated to the old car but retains the
classic transverse four-cylinder, front-wheel-drive configuration and "bulldog" stance of the
original. The last Mini to leave the Longbridge plant did so in , when a s GT which was used by
staff to travel around the car plant was recovered from the disused tunnels under the plant. The
car was damaged by a storage container falling on it and had been left without an engine or
gearbox for around 30 years before being recovered during work to infill the tunnels. From the
Mark IV onward, many special limited-production editions of the Mini were offered. These
included models that were created to commemorate racing victories or to celebrate an
anniversary of the Mini marque. Limited editions generally came equipped with a unique
combination of interior and exterior trim and special decals. There was also a version inspired
by The Italian Job , a film famous for having a trio of Minis in its epic closing car chase. From to
, Issigonis had been designing a replacement for the Mini in the form of an experimental model
called the 9X. A number of prototypes produced for vehicles based on the Mini but which never
saw production are held and sometimes displayed at the British Heritage Motor Centre museum
at Gaydon , Warwickshire. These included the Twini, a re-engineered four-wheel-drive Moke with
two enginesâ€”one at the front and another at the back; the Austin Ant , a second attempt to
produce a four-wheel-drive vehicle, this time using a transfer case ; and a two-seater
convertible MG edition of the Mini, cancelled due to it being perceived as competition for the
MG Midget. In , a project considering possible improvements to the Mini was started.
Codenamed Minki "Mini" plus K-Series engine , it included a redesigned dashboard, a two-piece

rear door or tailgate instead of a boot, fold down rear seats, Hydragas suspension and a
3-cylinder version of the K-Series engine with a 5-speed gearbox. In the idea to update the Mini
again surfaced but this time with BMW management. As part of the process of deciding how to
replace the Mini, a vehicle representing what the current Mini could have become, if it had been
developed further over its production history, was commissioned. The car had to be widened by
50mm and lengthened by 50mm to accommodate the new engine and gearbox, with Hydragas
suspension and dashboard from a Rover The Minki-II was used for Hydragas development work,
this suspension being considered at the time for the R59 project, later to become the Mini
Hatch. The cheapness and availability of used Minis make it a candidate for body replacement.
There are over Mini-based kit cars from various small companies and individual enthusiasts.
BMC operated a Competition Department at Abingdon , Oxfordshire, under the control of Stuart
Turner, which built specially prepared Minis mostly based on Cooper and Cooper S versions to
compete in international rallies and other motorsport. This department played a key role in
ensuring the Mini's huge success in motorsport throughout the s, in particular, winning the
Monte Carlo Rally in , and , the Lakes Rally in , and , and dominating all of the first 9 positions in
the Gallaher at Bathurst. The car also won the , , , and British Saloon Car Championship season
, as well as the British Rally Championship in , and , the European Rally Championship in and ,
and won the Finnish Rally Championship in and The Cooper S also had some success in the
European Touring Car Championship , winning in and , the Guia Race of Macau a finish in , a
1â€”2 finish in and a win in , and the Australian Touring Car Championship , winning its class in
, , , , and A further title was the Sun-7 Chesterfield Series. The Mini also achieved class wins at
the Armstrong , repeating this feat every year until , and having class wins at the , and Sandown
, and Six Hour Le Mans in , , , , , , , and , as well as the Phillip Island K. Mini Leyland came 4th
place in the underlitre category in the , and Trans-Am seasons , improving to 3rd in The
disqualification related to the use of a variable resistance headlamp dimming circuit in place of
a dual-filament lamp. The car competed as late as the Australian Rallycross Championship. The
Se7ens is the UK's longest running one make motor racing championship, having been
introduced in In a Mini broke the land speed record. The Mini has won many awards over the
years, including second place in 's "Global" Car of the Century award, behind only the Model T
Ford. Grassroots Motorsports awarded Mini with the Editors' Choice award in At its peak, the
Mini was a strong seller in most of the countries where it was sold, with the United Kingdom
inevitably receiving the highest volumes. The 1,,th Mini came off the production line in , [92]
with the 2,,th in It dominated the mini-car market until the arrival of the Hillman Imp in It outsold
the Imp. Competition arrived with the more modern and practical Vauxhall Chevette of , but the
Mini continued to sell well until its "replacement"â€”the Metro â€”arrived in By this time, the
Mini's design had been overtaken by numerous more modern and practical vehicles. Although
the Metro did not replace the Mini, production figures for the Mini dipped during the s, and
interest in the design was not revived until the reintroduction of the Mini Cooper in This helped
sales of the Mini through the s, to the end of production on 4 October A total of 1,, Minis were
sold in Britain after its launch in The last new one to be registered was sold in , some four years
after the end of production. Sales were discontinued when stricter federal safety standards were
imposed in [97] [98] [99] [] [] and the arrival of the larger and more profitable Austin America.
Mini sales fell in the calendar year and the US importer was expecting the forthcoming Austin
America to find a larger market. The America was also withdrawn in due to slow sales and the
introduction of bumper-height standards. Mini sales continued in Canada until Leyland Minis
also were subject to stricter government regulation with high bumpers, large turn indicators,
warning buzzers and lights for seat belts and also a fitting of air pollution pumps which required
a specially designed radiator. Today the U. Government exempts cars older than 25 years from
all import laws , so older Minis can be freely imported. The Canadian government applies a
similar rule after 15 years. Issigonis designed the Mini with an emphasis on active safety. Asked
about the crashworthiness of the Mini, he said: "I make my cars with such good brakes, such
good steering, that if people get into a crash it's their own fault" [] and "I don't design my cars
to have accidents". In July BMC announced that following "comments by safety experts" about
the Mini's external doorhandles, these would be modified on new cars so that the gap between
the handle and the door panel would be effectively closed. Nicholas Faith states in his book that
Murray Mackay , one of the UK's leading motor vehicle crash and safety researchers, was
critical of the pre Mini's passive safety features, including the protruding filler cap, the door
latch, and the vulnerability of the passenger space to engine intrusion. The Mini was withdrawn
from the American market because it could not meet the U. The Mini was modified during its
production to improve its safety. It featured a longer crumple zone , a "pedestrian friendly"
front-end, run-flat tyres, strengthened door sills, extra internal padding and recessed door
handles, the latter having been used earlier on Australian-built Minis owing to local laws. In
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Commons. Morris Mini-Minor. City car A. FF layout. Mini City E. Longbridge plant , Birmingham,
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Circuit of Ireland Rally. Paddy Hopkirk. Tulip Rally. Pat Moss. Rally Sweden. Rallye de
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Rally. Geneva Rally. Rally New Zealand. Andrew Cowan. John Whitmore. John Love. Alec Poole.
Richard Longman. Warwick Banks. John Handley. John Harvey , Brian Foley. Rauno Aaltonen ,
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â€” Riyadh â€” Qiddiya. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mini. Two-door saloon. Mk II.
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Rolls-Royce Motors. Rolls-Royce Motors Vickers. Volkswagen Group. Armstrong Whitworth.
Armstrong Siddeley. Bristol Siddeley. Rolls-Royce plc. Aston Martin. Aston Martin Lagonda.

Ford PAG. SS Cars. Rover Company. Rover Group BAe. Rover Group BMW. BAE Systems.
Standard Triumph. Leyland Motors. British Motor Heritage. Nuffield Organisation. Morris
Garages MG. Vanden Plas. Jensen Motors. Britcar Holdings. Jensen Cars. Bristol Cars. General
Motors Europe. Potenza Sports Cars. Vauxhall Motors. General Motors. Peugeot PSA. Chrysler
Europe Chrysler. British Aerospace. Phoenix Venture Holdings. BL Cars. Rover Group. MG
Rover Group. City car. Austin Metro. Rover Metro. Rover MG 3 SW. Austin Allegro. Rover R8.
Triumph Acclaim. Rover R3. Austin Maxi. Austin Montego. Rover HH-R. Morris Ital. MG Rover
SD1. Rover XX. Rover R MG ZV. Sports car. Triumph TR7. MG RV8. MG TF. MG SV. Land Rover
Defender. Land Rover was acquired by Ford in , now owned by Tata. Range Rover. Land Rover
Discovery. Land Rover Freelander. A commercial version called Clubvan was added to the
range in The current second-generation model is produced since and available with front- and
all-wheel drive. The use of the name "Clubman" is a departure from Mini tradition. However,
BMW did not initially purchase the rights to use those names, and so decided to call its
larger-variant "Clubman", a name which it did own rights to. The Clubman features access to its
cargo space via bi-parting rear doors, known as barn doors or splitdoors. The passenger doors
configuration and split rear cargo doors of the Clubman made it a unique model on the market
at the time of release. The first generation was the first Mini to have suicide doors , but the
second generation lacks them. It is marketed singularly as the Clubdoor , and is always located
on its right side of the body â€” irrespective of market. It is much smaller in comparison to the
regular driver and passenger side doors. This in turn creates differences between right and
left-hand drive markets. In right-hand markets, the steering wheel won't allow the driver's seat
from folding as far forward as the passenger seat. This means that left-hand drive markets
feature increased access to the rear seat. For right-hand drive markets, including the car's
home market, the bi-parting door is located on the road side of the car, requiring rear
passengers to exit into the road. In , the company unveiled the Clubman Bond Street , named
after a prestigious shopping destination in the West End of London , featuring exclusive and
stylish appointments inside and out. The rear suspension setup shares many of the same
design features, including the rear trailing arms and the anti-roll bars. The Clubman comes with
6 airbags; stability control , brake assist driving and electronic brakeforce distribution. The
cargo area of the first generation Clubman received mixed reviews. Although it was far bigger
than the Mini Hatch , most critics still believed that it was too small in comparison to one of its
main competitors, the Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen. Many complaints were also cited about
the trunk. The majority of the car behind the B pillar was said to have created much road noise,
especially at high speeds. Also, the rear seats did not fold flat with the load floor of the trunk.
Critics also said that the "storage package", which included options such as a 12V power outlet,
perimeter lighting, and nets, should have been a standard option on the vehicle. The light
commercial , panel van version of the Clubman was first shown to the public in June , called the
Clubvan. Initially shown as a concept car at the Geneva Motor Show , [6] a pre-production
version was shown at the Goodwood Festival of Speed. A second generation Clubman was
announced in , with model code F It abandons the previous model's asymmetrical door layout
for a standard four-door design, but it retains the rear barn doors. Mini used many soft-touch
plastics to cover the dash and majority of the door panels, real leather upholstery, and several,
upscale trim options. This generation of the Mini Clubman comes with two engines for the North
American market. This generation of the Clubman is the first to receive Mini's all wheel drive
system, known as "ALL4". The system uses an electro-hydraulic system, which uses an
electronically managed hydraulic pump to adjust the clutch sending power to the rear wheels.
Unlike one of its main competitors, the Volkswagen Golf Alltrack, the ALL4 version of the
Clubman does not feature any raised suspension or rugged exterior design and body panels.
Originally when it first arrived at dealerships, the Clubman was only available with ALL4 on the
Cooper S model, but as of the model year, it is now available on the base Cooper model as well.
In October , Top Gear magazine placed the first generation Clubman on its list of "The worst
cars you can buy right now", describing the car as "Lamentable to drive - shuddery, messy and
as comfortable as a marble mattress. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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crossover. Mini Paceman. Three-door crossover. It used a transverse engine and front-wheel
drive , where the turning power was put on the front wheels of the car rather than the back
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d most of the car's size to be used for passengers and luggage. It had only two doors, but
could seat up to four passengers. The design was very influential for car-making in the second
half of the 20th century. It was first released in August Rover ceased production in October
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